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FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

Here is a story to elaborate on how one can relate to nature: 
One spring morning, Prince Siddhartha finished his lessons and was playing in the palace 
garden. A flock of swans were gliding through the blue sky above. Suddenly there was a 
piercing shriek and Siddhartha looked up to see one of the swans drop to the ground, 
bleeding. The Prince rushed to the spot where the bird fell. He saw that an arrow had pierced 
one of its wings and the bird was writhing in pain. Without hesitation Siddhartha pulled out the 
arrow from the wing. “There, it's removed now,” he whispered softly to the bird, stroking its 
head. “ Let's see how we mend you.”
 Gathering some herbs from the garden he made a paste and applied it to the bleeding wound. 
Then tearing off a piece of his upper garment, he wrapped the swan gently with it.
“Hey Siddhartha! Give that swan to me, it's mine!” came a voice from behind. Siddhartha 
turned to see his cousin Devadutta glaring down at him, his eyes ablaze in anger. On his 
shoulder hung his quiver full of arrows and he held a bow in his hands. “I shot that swan down 
and so it's mine! Give it here!” he cried.
 “No!” replied Siddhartha, as he carried the wounded swan and rose from the ground.” This 
bird belongs to the skies, where it roams free. You have no claim over its life!”
 Devadutta did not expect his gentle cousin to speak so stubbornly. How dare he? “What? 
Have you not learnt your lessons well, Siddhartha? Don't you know the laws of our land? The 
hunter has the claim over his shot.”
“Of course, I know the laws of our land. But in this case, the swan is not yet dead. It has every 
right to life. All I want to do is help it to get better.” Prince Siddhartha looked at his cousin calmly 
as he proceeded to the palace, carrying the bird. 
Devadutta was furious. He was always a bad tempered boy and his patience was running out. 
Soon his friends who had been with him on the hunt came to join him. “Look! My friends will 
vouch for me and bear witness. They saw me shoot down the bird,” shouted Devadutta.
Siddhartha regarded the group of boys gently and smiled. “Of course, no one's disputing you 
shot the swan, Devadutta! Let's go to the court and settle this. After all, there are many wise 
ministers there. Let them decide the fate of this poor bird.”  
 So the boys went to the court where the ministers were engaged in discussions of various 
matters of importance. Devadutta addressed them.”  We have come to you to seek justice. 
Please listen to my complaint!'' The ministers regarded the boys with indulgence. What could 
be so important that they needed to settle matters in the royal court?  
“I shot that swan which Siddhartha holds in his arms. It belongs to me!” thundered Devadutta 
angrily.

“There is pleasure in the pathless woods, there is 
rapture in the lonely shore, there is society where 
none intrudes, by the deep sea, and music in its 
roar; I love not Man the less, but Nature more”. 
Lord Byron



FROM THE PRINCIPAL'S DESK

“Yes it does!” agreed the ministers. “So says the law of our kingdom.”
“But only if it's dead,” said Siddhartha. “Look, this swan is only wounded, not dead. I'm trying to 
help heal its broken wing. The swan has a right to live and belongs to nobody.”
His father, King Sudhodana was present to at the court but did not say anything. After all, 
Siddhartha was his son. But he intervened at this point of discussion. “I met a wise man this 
morning and have brought him to the court for I think we shall all benefit if we listen to his words 
of wisdom. Let us ask his opinion.”  He then turned to an old man who stood beside him. The 
man's face glowed with the kind of radiance that came with knowledge and purity of soul.
“The Prince is right,” said the old man. “The swan deserves to be free and its life is its own. No 
one can claim ownership over it. Does it not deserve to go back to its home and family? Prince 
Siddhartha says that he's only going to help it so that it can fly again. He should keep the bird.” 
 The ministers looked at each other. The old man was right. They nodded their heads in 
agreement. “So it's settled. Siddhartha, you may take care of the swan,” King Suddhodana 
gave the verdict smiling at his noble son.
After a few weeks Siddhartha brought the swan, now fully recovered, into the garden. Holding 
it gently in his hands, he opened his palms. “Go, my friend! It's time for you to join your 
companions!” The swan flapped its wings and soared up. Suddenly from nowhere, appeared 
two more swans. They had come to lead him home.
So, dear parents, teachers and my dear students, let's take a pledge to ensure that the 
balance in nature is maintained by a change in attitude and sensitivity to fellow living beings. 

Dr. Pramila Kudva
Principal
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AWARD CEREMONY

PRIMARY SECTION
There are four pillars, on which you can build the platform, to reach the zenith of success. They are 
Dedication, Devotion, Discipline and Determination. Participation is a key element in team sports, 
school events and life in general, but winning is what makes us push ourselves and achieve our full 
potential.

Thus 'The Award Ceremony' is the most awaited event of the year, where students' efforts and hard 
work are recognized publically.

Students were presented with awards/ certificates  in different categories- 
1. Most Outstanding Student.
2. Excellence in Academics
3. Most Improved Student (Academics)
4. Most Improved Student (Behaviour)
5. Perfect Attendance (100% Attendance).
The Head boy and the Head girl of the Primary section zestfully compered the event in a professional 
manner. The awards were given by the dignitaries of school and also an entertaining dance and 
inspiring song were performed by the students of the secondary section.

The event concluded with the vote of thanks and National Song.



AWARD CEREMONY

SECONDARY SECTION
The students work hard throughout the year and they deserve to be appreciated for their efforts. The 
Award Function is the most awaited event as all their perseverance is praised during this time.The 
Award Function was held in the school auditorium on the 28th of April, 2016. The students were 
recognized for the dedication shown during their academic year 2015 – 2016.

The function was hosted by the Head Boy and Deputy Head Girl 2016 – 2017. This function motivated 
the awardees as well as the other students. The teachers and awardees were present in the auditorium 
along with the dignitaries of the school. The parents of the awardees were invited too. There was a lot 
of enthusiasm amongst the students as they were being recognized by the Principal, Dr. Mrs. Pramila 
Kudva, Headmistress Secondary Section, Mrs. Revati Wali, Headmistress Primary Section, Mrs. Anjali 
Kane, Headmistress Pre-Primary Section, Mrs. Uttaraa Abhyankar and the Administrative Officer, Mrs. 
Bhagyashree Bhagwat.

The students were awarded for 100% attendance, for being the most outstanding student, for showing 
considerable improvement at the end of the year, compared to the beginning of the year and for 
excellence in academics.
We also had a special award, presented by NIE (Times of India), which was given to Miss Pushti Shah.
The function added the flavor of cultural program and entertainment through dance and music. The 
Prinicpal gave an inspiring speech and showed a video to motivate the students to be consistent and 
also improve in the coming years. Last, but not the least a vote of thanks was given to the audience and 
all those who had helped to put up this show followed by the national song.



‘Bisleri Swachh Bharat 
Pet Bottle Recycling Initiative' 

Our school students and teachers participated in the 'Bisleri Swachh Bharat Pet Bottle Recycling 
Initiative 'organized by Bisleri International .We have been awarded a certificate of participation from 
Limca Book Of Records and Guinness Book Of World Records for collecting the highest number of 
plastic bottles for recycling in Mumbai, on April 13, 2016.  The idea was to create awareness amongst 
students, teachers and parents on the indispensable role of PET bottles in our lives and the need for 
effective PET recycling. It is indeed a proud and satisfying moment for all of us to be a part of the Bisleri 
Swachh Bharat Plastic Bottle Recycling initiative. 



CAKE MAKING
th

RESOURCE PERSON- BAKER MAN
The students of Pre-Primary in the month of August had a theme on 'Community Helpers'. 
Bakers are a very important part of our community they make different types of savory and 
sweet eatables. We invited a parent who has a bakery, to spend some time with our students. 
The session was interesting as the students got to see the ingredients and the baking process. 
The pastry chef decorated the cupcakes and prepared beautiful flowers. Children were excited 
as they tasted the icing and the fresh, preservative free cupcakes, presented to us by the 
parent.



COUNSELORS MEET

COUNSELORS' MEET “THE MIDAS TOUCH” HELD IN PAWAR PUBLIC SCHOOL CHANDIVALI  ON 
20THAPRIL 2016 FROM 10.00 AM TO 4.40 PM.

This is an initiative by Honourable Mrs.  Meenakshi Bhat , member of the senior management 
which gives a platform to the counselors of Pawar Public Group of Schools to present the strategies and 
techniques implemented in their respective schools.  It creates awareness about new strategies and 
helps in great learning and to enhance the knowledge and skills of the counselors. The initiative of this 
caliber is greatly appreciated and accepted. The honourable guests present were Mrs. Bhat 
accompanied by her close friend Mrs. Usha Reddy,  Dr. Ranjita Shetty  and Dr. Mrs Madhura Phadke , 
Principal Chandivali School.

Pawar Public School Chandivali hosted the program on 20th April 2016. The Principal , Dr. Mrs 
Madhura Phadke and the Counselors team  had put in great efforts to make the event magnificent and 
splendid. The program was attended by the counselors across all the Pawar Public Group of  Schools – 
Bhandup, Kandivali, Chandivali, Dombivali from Mumbai and Hinjewadi, Hadapsar, Nanded City from 
Pune. 
The flow of events  was as follows-
Session 1

Occupational Therapy for ADD/ADHD Spectrum – By Dr. Ranjita Shetty ( Occupational Therapist )
It was interactive session by Dr. Ranjita Shetty, an Occupational Therapist. The session was on  
Occupational Therapy for ADD/ADHD Spectrum.  She spoke about fetal development , vestibular 
system, visual and auditory perception, dominance of the right or left hemisphere of the brain 
functioning. She gave a biological as well as scientific explanation about the concerns seen in ADD and 
ADHD children. Some strategies and physical exercises were suggested by her for these children.
Session 2   

Paper presentation by the Pawar Public Group of Schools. The themes for action research were – 
 Life Skills Education and Eclectic Approach in School Counseling.

ŸThe Efficacy of Eclectic Intervention with comorbidity Disorders – PPS Hadapsar , Pune.
ŸDeveloping Psycho - Social Competency through Life Skills Education – PPS Kandivali, Mumbai. 
ŸAction Research on Effective Inclusion of a child with High Functioning Autism – PPS  Hinjewadi, Pune.
ŸUBUNTU – I am because we are – PPS Dombivali, Mumbai.
ŸEclectic Approach in School Counseling – PPS Nanded City, Pune.
ŸEclectic Therapeutic Intervention for the Children with Special Needs – PPS Bhandup, Mumbai.
ŸWe are Wired to Connect – PPS Chandivali, Mumbai.

Overall it was an enriching experience for all . Everyone dispersed with a cup of tea, biscuits and of 
course memories of educational learning.

Ms. Ashwini Kolekar  ( HOD )
Ms. Fatema Ghasletwala 
Counseling Dept



DEBATE COMPETITION

All India Frank Anthony Debate Competition
Mr. Frank anthony was an educationist, prominent leader of Anglo Indians and a lawyer. 

He was the founder chairman of Indian Certificate of Secondary Education [ICSE]. He was an 
eloquent speaker. This competition is held in his memory. It is a prestigious competition. It helps 
the students to enhance their public speaking skills.
The competition was held at T  on 15 july, 2016. I (Soham Mulye and 
mayank) went as spectators for the competition alongwith two participants representing our 
school. We departed from our school around 8:30 am and reached around 8:40 am. We were 
given our breakfast and then we were taken to their auditorium. Around 9:30 am everyone 
settled down and the topic was announced. It was “i have the power of people with me”.
The rules of the competition were as follows:
1.One member of a team will say in favour of the topic while the other against the topic.
2.Each person will get four minutes to speak and a warning bell will be rung after three minutes.
3.After completing the speech other teams will have twenty seconds to reburt.
4.If no one rebutts then the speaker will get full marks.
After the rules were discussed, the participants were given an hour's time. Till that time the 
audience was shown short movies on value education. Then the dabate started. The 
participating schools were named after the birds. Our school was named swan. There were ten 
schools participating.
The debate order was:
1.canary
2.fibi
3.swan
4.starling
5.goldfinch
6.falcoln
7.pelican
8.flamingo
9.hawk
10.kingfisher
After all the ten schools were completed, the tabulator and the judges were totalled the scores. 
Till that time we were shown a power point presentation on Mr. Frank Anthony. Then the results 
were announced.
The show was well organised. Then we dispersed from the auditorium collected our lunch and 
arrived at school at around 1:30 pm. We met our principal and informed her about our 
experiences. 

                                   

hakur International School

Thank you
Soham mulye
VIII-B



DENTIST VISITS PPSK

A parent who is a dentist was invited to school as a resource person to school under the theme 
'Community Helpers'. The dentist introduced the tools used by the dentist, taught them good dental 
care habits and the right way to brush their teeth. This session helped to enhance the vocabulary of the 
children too. It helped to create an awareness about dental hygiene and lower the fear of dentists from 
the young minds. 



DIMENSION

'Bring on different dimensions'
For the academic year 2016-2017, Dimension was scheduled on 25th June 2016.The 

focus of the dimension is to provide exposure to the students on creating innovative models and 
representing the gained knowledge in an interesting and creative manner. Students presented 
their work to parents and peers.

Dimension being a project presentation, students prepared projects in all academic 
subjects. This year all the subjects were correlated and sub topics were given as per the theme 
in a manner which was age appropriate and from their syllabus.
GRADE THEME

6 MOTHER NATURE
7 BIODIVERSITY
8 COEXISTANCE
9 AWAKENING OF CREATIVE MINDS
As per the theme students presented their work through charts and innovative models. 

With the help of the subject teachers, class teacher short listed 5-6 students to represent their 
class for judging round. The classrooms were decorated and the charts and models were 
displayed as a part of healthy competition. 

It was a small attempt to encourage students to do, share and work with their peers in 
order to learn their school subjects in a student friendly atmosphere through 'learning by doing'.  
Strides of science and technology along with literature and history were seen in their 
presentation.

It was a small endeavor to prepare our children to face the modern world. We strived to 
develop scientific temperament and creative attitude among the young minds. The exhibits are 
exhilarating learning experiences for the children, including the improvisations of science kits 
and devices/ models offering solutions to many present and potential socio-economic 
problems.

The judging round was scheduled on 24th June 2016. Honourable judges Ms. Sandra 
Browne, Ms. Laxmi Menon and Ms. Louiza judged the display put up by each class based on 
the following criteria: Content, Creativity, Correlation, Overall Presentation and Class Décor. 

The biggest achievement was to share the joy of the students while conducting the 
activities with them. All the students from grade 6 to grade 9 were involved in these activities 
and they have gained tremendous amount of knowledge through these activities.

The judges conscientiously selected the best class from each grade. The classes who 
bag the best class award for display are as follows
GRADE FIRST POSITION SECOND POSITION

6 6A 6B
7 7C 7A and 7B
8 8B 8C
9 9B 9D 

Judges were keen to see student's efforts. There were many projects in the class which were 
appreciated by many parents and judges.

Ms.Meghana Mehta
Ms.Nilambari Kerkar
Ms.Siddhi Hegde



DIMENSION



DOOR DECORATION



EVACUATION



FIELD TRIP

A visit to the cinema hall to watch movie 'Finding Dory’
The students of Jr. KG to Grade 3 visited cinema hall (Miraj Cinemas) to see an animated movie 
“Finding Dory” on 5th July 2016.



FIELD TRIP

Karjat Trip Memories
It was with a great bubble of joy and a spring in my step that I boarded the bus that would 
whisk us off to Angle Eastern Maritime Academy, Karjat. A good seat by the window 
secured, bag's straps slid off the shoulder and cries of 'Ganpati Bappa Morya' later, we were 
off! I dare say that the bus trip and the eatables provided were the best parts of the field trip! 
Mind you, I still learnt loads! Long rounds of Riff Off and Dumb Charades later, we got off at 
the formidable yet elegant oaken doors of AEMA. The sprawling campus offered a 
breathtaking view of lush green hills, fog floating aimlessly gently skimming the zeniths. A 
lazy, soothing zephyr flowed. Miniature star decks, lighthouses and ship consoles adorned 
the campus. The residents (students, actually) looked intimidating and smart in crisp white 
shirts and well toned physiques. Stars with reference to their caliber stood out on their 
shoulders. Discipline was ubiquitous. Our first stop was the hostel mess for breakfast. On 
the way, we came across an impressive swimming pool, a well maintained basketball court 
and a luring lawn tennis court. After wolfing down some breakfast, we were whisked off to 
their star attraction: The Simulation Room. Five screens projected how an ideal view from 
the captain's cabin looked like. All the knobs and buttons were well accounted for. Mock 
situations with different weather conditions were conjured. I had an actual go at manning 
the wheel and veer the ship on a different course. After that, we learnt the parts of a 
captain's cabin, the books to be used, navigation maps, different flags for different 
occasions, the 'Christmas Tree' of Mariners and the projects the students made. Next up 
was how to extinguish fires. The chief types of fires are:
· A = Solid
· B = Liquid
· C = Gaseous
· D = Metallic
· E = Electrical (Sometimes denoted by the thunder bolt sign)
The four main types of extinguishers are:
· Carbon Dioxide (can't be refilled manually)
· Powder (refillable manually)
· Foam (refillable manually)
· Water (refillable manually)
A long walk later, we reached the station where we learned how to strap life jackets. The 
instructor also explained the supplies one may find on a raft. Lunch drew the afternoon to 
an end. Speaking of lunch, the food was… put it this way: I fully grasped then why it's called 
a 'mess' and why hostel students can digest any sort of garbage. Maybe the undesirable 
flavor was due to the lack of spices in a mariner's diet. Post-lunch, we learnt of the working 
of the ship's engine and all other Einstein level stuff. As the trip neared an end, the last stop 
was the question-answer session accompanied by two awesome videos about life on board 
and benefits of being a mariner titled 'Proud to be a Mariner.' I quick swig of energy drink 
later, we departed with happy memories and day to highlight the yearly journal! A hearty 
thank you to our school and Penguin Holidays for arranging an excellent trip that too in our 
last year!



FIELD TRIP



FIELD TRIP

The students of Grade 10 ,had been on an excursion to Anglo Eastern Maritime 
Academy on 26th July,2016.
The trip exposed the students to the various sections of the institution. It contained the 
Firefighting demonstration, the Life Raft section, life saving equipments such as sea 
anchors, paddle, nellingraph mirror(rescue mirror), Stimulators, flags of various countries, 
celestial navigation ,navigation charts, and their use. Students saw the Engine Room  which 
had water purifiers, Bilge pumps, oil separators, fresh water generators, oil compressors, 
different valves and turbo charger. The Movie,'Life Of a Cadet" was shown to students and 
students could ask their queries in Question Hour. Students enquired about Maritime course 
and its professional advantages. The food was of good quality and the mess was 
hospitable.



FIELD TRIP

Discovering by Exploring
Students of grade I to VII visited  to KidZania, on 20th July, 2016.  It was indeed an 

experience of its own kind as children took a peek into the adult world. 



FIELD TRIP



FELICITATION CEREMONY 

This year's Felicitation Ceremony was held in the school auditorium on the 10th of June, 
2016. Students of ICSE batch 2016 were awarded in the ceremony.

Dr. Hemlata Chari was the chief guest of the ceremony. The function was hosted by the 
students of current batch of class 10. The dignitaries of the school, teachers, students of last 
year's batch of grade 10 along with their parents and this year's class 10 students witnessed the 
programme. The first three rank holders were given cash award and certificates by the Chief 
Guest. The Best Outgoing and the Most Improved Student were also awarded by the Chief 
Guest. Our Principal felicitated the parents of the rank holders. 

All the students scoring more than 90% marks in board exams were awarded by the 
Principal, Dr. Mrs. Pramila Kudva, the C.A.O of Pawar group of schools, Mr. C.B. Hegde, the  
Administrative Officer, Mrs. Bhagyashree Bhagwat and the Headmistress Secondary Section, 
Mrs. Revati Wali.

The students scoring the highest marks in each subject were awarded by the respective 
H.O.Ds. (academic year 2015-16) A music and dance performance was showcased by the 
children. The Chief Guest gave an inspiring speech and showed a power point presentation for 
career guidance. Principal Ma'am also gave a motivating speech and showed an inspirational 
video. 

After the ceremony snacks was served to the students of previous batch and their 
parents. Also  the opening of canteen was announced.



GALAXY - GRADE X

The play Merchant of Venice was performed on the 23rd of April 2016 to commemorate 
the 400th  anniversary of William Shakespeare. Being an integral part of the grade 10  
English curriculum, the play was considered to be a contemporary in the true sense.
Almost sixty students were encouraged to participate and it surely was a great platform to 
harness their talent. It was an excellent hands on experience for the students and a 
wonderful memory to cherish for all.



GALAXY - GRADE X



GALAXY - GRADE X

Pavaar piblak ivad\yaalaya ko p`aMgaNa maoM idnaaMk 18 jaUna 2016 kao 10 vaI kxaa ko ihMdI evaM marazI
ivad\yaaiqa-yaaoM d\vaara vaaiYa-kao%sava samaaraoh manaaya gayaa Èmau#ya Aitiqa ko $p maoM ivad\yaalaya kI
p`aQaanacaayaa- Da^. P`aimalaa kuDvaa evaM maaQyaimak ivaBaaga kI mau#yaaQyaaipka EaImatI rvatI vaalaI
ivad\yaaiqa-yaaoM ko haOsalaavaQa-na hotu vaha^M ]psiqat qaIM È
vaiYa-kao%sava ka koMd` ibaMdu 10 vaIM kxaa ko ihMdI paz\yak`ma pr AaQairt mahakavya 'mahaBaart kI ek
 saa^MJa' evaM eithaisak vaIr gaaqaa 'dIpdana' d\vaara %yaaga va bailadana kao dSaa-to hue ihMdI saaih%ya ko 
nava rsaaoM kI p`stutI naR%ya ko maaQyama sao kI ga[- ÈmarazI 'naaiTka 'puNya' d\vaara BaI ivad\yaaiqa-yaaoM ka 
p`dSa-na sarahnaIya rhaÈ
10 vaIM kxaa ko vaiYa-kao%sava maoM saBaI ivad\yaaqaI- Apnao p`stutIkrNa ko maaQyama sao dSa-kaoM evaM Anya 
ivad\yaaiqa-yaaoM ko AMtma-na maoM maanavata evaM naOitk maUlyaaoM kao jaagaRt krnao maoM safla rho È

‘maanavata ko ivivaQa rMga'
10 vaI kxaa vaiYa-kao%sava

'p`itvaodna'



GALAXY - GRADE X



GALAXY PRIMARY

This year Primary Galaxy was based on a unique creative theme “Twist in Tales”. Teachers 
worked on the creativity of children and all got a chance to step on stage and conquer their 
fear of speaking or performing in front of a large gathering. Children were exposed to the 
culture of different countries through the stories and they had different endings.Through 
stories children learnt different values like obedience, sharing and caring, helpfulness etc. 
One of the scenes of the programme was written by 2 students Ms. Sia Kothari & Dvisha 
Kanadia of Grade 4.



GALAXY PRIMARY



GALAXY PRIMARY



GOKULASHTAMI

‘Gokulashtami', the festival that celebrates the birth of Lord Krishna is an occasion for us 
to share, love and cherish the naughty stories of 'Natkhat Nand Lal- Krishna'.

Our Grade One students danced and enacted the birth of Krishna, Kalyadaman- the fight 
with Kalia the snake, Govardhan Leela- where Lord Krishna protects the villagers and lifts the 
'Govardhan Parvat' with his little finger.At the end of the programme, we welcomed the 
Govindas by cheering,'Go..Govinda….' . The boys and girls quickly created a human pyramid 
to break the Handi. A heartwarming performance by Grade One gave us all a glimpse into our 
lovely vibrant culture of India. 



GOKULASHTAMI



GURU POORNIMA CELEBRATION



GURU POORNIMA CELEBRATION



HEALTH IS WEALTH

Nutritionist Talk for parents on 9th July 2016
Nutritionist, Ms. Jinal Shah (masters in Clinical Nutritional & Dietetics), trained & working with Rutuja 
Diwekar addressed parents about diet for children. She highlighted following points - Banana in the 
morning, Rice is a complete meal. Atleast one meal should have rice. Regular exercise, 1 tablespoon 
ghee with every meal. Parents too asked their queries.
The programme was arranged by Mr. Sanket Shetye – Unique Sports Gurukul 



INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION

The 70th Independence Day of India awoke to a simple and apt celebration at Pawar 
Public School Kandivali..Students,Parents and teachers gathered together to unfurl the flag  
at the hands of our Principal Dr. Mrs. Pramila Kudva. Mr.Rojer Gonsalves, head of the 
Physical Education department along with two student escorts helped in this auspicious 
ceremony followed by our National Anthem .

The students of grade 8 were the next in line to sing the flag song. Ridayesh of Grade 
10 A anchored the whole show with confidence and coherence.

Ms. Pushti Shah the head girl of the Secondary section presented a speech. 
proclaiming the sacrifices made by our leaders and our endeavours in moving forward with 
spirit and patriotism.

Our Principal swayed the students in special with anecdotes about our unsung and 
forgotten heroes and heroines who made our freedom possible,

To propagate our moral duties towards our nation ,a profound video prepared by 
students of grade 9 C was screened and appreciated by one and all. It all concluded with 
our National Song, Vande Mataram".



INDEPENDENCE DAY CELEBRATION



INTER HOUSE FOOTBALL MATCH

Inter-house football matches took place on the 
ground. Students were excited to play in the 
rainy season. Following are the results –

Grade 6 
Boys – Akash House, Girls – Jal House

Grade 7
Boys – Prithvi House, Girls – Akash House

Grade 8
Boys- Agni House, Girls – Jal House

Grade 9
Boys – Jal House, Girls – Vayu House

Grade 10
Boys – Akash House, Girls – Prithvi House



INTER HOUSE FOOTBALL MATCH



INTERNATIONAL PLASTIC BAG FREE DAY

3rd July 2016 was International Plastic Bag Free Day. To support this day, our children 
decorated paper bags. Plastic bags are a threat to the life of animals and our environment. Let's 
encourage the people around us to use cloth shopping bags.
“Be responsible- Stop using plastic bags! Use Recycled bag!



INVESTITURE CEREMONY

“Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself. When you become a 
leader, success is all about growing others”

The Investiture ceremony is the first celebration in a school. It is usually scheduled in the 
first month of April, beginning of the academic year. The event was presided over by the 
Principal, Chief Administrative officer,  Administrative Officer  and Head mistress of all  the 
three sections. It was conducted with the high degree of sincerity and enthusiasm. It is one of 
the most important events of the school. It is here that we entrust faith and hope in our newly 
appointed school council.

The students were selected for the School Council Body, on the basis of three rounds: 
the written was the first, group discussion was the second and finally they went through an 
interview. These three rounds enabled the students to show their leadership qualities and the 
potential of the student body. The primary students were also involved in the process and they 
showed tremendous enthusiasm and the will to take on the mantle of the leadership.
Our newly elected student council took an oath in front of the whole school to be true to their 
posts and duties assigned to them. The deserving young talents were bestowed with the 
responsibility of leading the school from the front. Being chosen via carefully conducted and 
systematic process of written test and a series of interviews. The Captains and the prefects 
took the oath of office with a promise that they would carry out their duties with integrity, faith 
and excellence. On this occasion our Principal Dr. Pramila Kudva congratulated the newly 
elected council members and stressed on the significance of setting priorities and aiming high.

The students are the torch-bearers of tomorrow. Therefore nurturing them and fostering 
in them a sense of self-respect, self –discipline, the capacity to enjoy life as independent, self-
motivated adults and the willingness to care for others are extremely pertinent.



INTERSCHOOL INTERACTIVE SESSION 

Host School: Pawar Public School ,Kandivali
Names of  Participating Schools :Pawar Public School,Bhandup, Pawar Public School, 
Dombivali, Pawar Public School, Chandivali
Date :  June,2016
English : The English Vinglish Era ,  1:15 to 2:30 pm in the auditorium. The speakers were 
Mrs. Cecilia Mascarenhas and Amisha Mistry
History : Make the Dead Subject Alive , 2:30 to 4:00pm in the Conference Room.The 
speakers were Mrs. Daksha and Mrs. Pooja
Geography: Hacking Geography, 2:30 to 4:00 pm in the Audio visual room. The speaker 
was Miss Siddhi

Team of teachers from the Host School: Mrs. Savita, Mrs Trinie, Mrs. Darshana
The English session was headed by Mrs. Cecilia ,who presented the statistics of the English 
speaking population in India and how it has been universally accepted as a lingua franca. A 
role play was organized to lay stress on the importance of well structured ,complete 
sentences among students of the Primary and Secondary section  She also shared 
methods such as mono-acting, dialogue swap, Thought Scripting and translate to enhance 
spoken English. Master Mayank from grade 9 showcased his mono-acting talent before the 
teachers. Teachers did share ideas on how to make MOV interesting and  ways of creating 
an interest in reading was acknowledged.
Mrs. Amisha spoke about the necessity to punctuate sentences especially the use of 
comma to avoid misunderstanding and misleading sentences.
She reiterated her stand with humourous and lively examples. Loud reading was also 
emphasized enough,with the mention of a remarkable reading corner used in the primary 
section.

The History session had great amount of exchange of ideas towards making it 
interesting. Although  the group was small it did bring ideas such as making a 
timeline,travelogues,group games to extend a different dimension to teaching and learning 
History. The idea of dividing a topic into parts,distributing into groups and then challenging 
students to bring it as a whole was liked by the guest teachers.
The teachers did take home fruitful techniques while leaving behind their experiences, to be 
remembered by all who hosted the session.
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INTERSCHOOL INTERACTIVE SESSION 



ORIENTATION

At the beginning of every academic year there are various questions in mind of parents 
about their child's schooling and also what would the school provide their ward in terms of 
learning experiences, extracurricular activities and other rules and regulations. The Head 
Mistress of the section shares with parents the details of curricular and extracurricular activities 
for the entire year through a PPT and open discussion thereafter. Parents get a platform to 
raise any grievances, difficulties they would envisage at the beginning of the session. This is 
the time where further bonding between the parent and school is established for the child's 
overall growth and development.



ORIENTATION



PACE 

Science and Math are two important subjects in life of students. Among many other 
attributes that these subjects provide, Scientific Temperament and Logical Reasoning are 
important ones. Knowing the  concepts is most imperative and with that in mind the school 
had invited experts from PACE academy, a premium institute, to tutor our students for 
basics in Math and Science. These experts had conducted an introductory basic course for 
our students of grade 7 in month of April. A similar session was conducted for 
students of  on 7  June.

The students of  attended this session where brainstorming method and 
questioning methods were used to bring about a conceptual understanding. Also certain 
misconceptions about the application of correct concepts were clarified. It was a session 
where each child took some learning experience back with himself/herself.

th, 
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PACE 



RAKSHA BANDAN

Raksha Bandhan a festival which celebrates the bond of love and care between the brother 
and sister. 'Rakhi', is basically a sacred thread of protection embellished with the love and 
affection of a sister for her brother. To Celebrate Raksha Bandhan children were dressed in 
traditional clothes and witnessed the traditional custom of tying the 'Rakhi'. Our students 
prepared 'Rakhies' by using paper, sequences, pompoms and satin ribbons.



SAVE WATER CAMPAIGN

panaI kI ek nanhIM¹ saI baUÐd
ek nanhIM¹saI baUÐd … mauJamaoM hI samaayaa hO saara saMsaar¸ barsanaa tao maorI inayatI hO ÈmaOM zhrtI hUÐ tao jaIvana zhrta hO È[-Svar 

ko d\vaara QartI pr hmaaro jaIvana ko ilae jala ek Anamaaola ]phar hO È QartI pr jaIvana ka Aist%va banaae rKnao ko 

ilae jala sarMxaNa AaOr ]saka bacaava bahut ja,ÉrI hO @yaaoMik ibanaa jala ko jaIvana saMBava nahIM hO È
“ mat krao mauJakao babaa-d¸ [tnaa tuma rKao yaad¸
Pyaasao hI tuma rh jaaAaogao¸maoro ibana na jaI paAaogao È

kba tk babaa-dI ka maoro¸ tuma tmaaSaa doKaogao¸
saMkT Aaegaa jaba tuma pr¸ tba maoro baaro maoM saaocaogao È
eosaa na hao ek idna maOM¸[sa duinayaa sao calaI jaa}ÐgaI¸

K%ma hao jaae Kola maora¸ laaOT ko ifr na vaapsa Aa}ÐgaI È
sat-k hao jaaAao baat maana laao¸ maorI yahI khanaI hO È
krao fOsalaa imalakr Aaja¸ mat krao mauJakao babaa-d¸

[tnaa tao tuma rKao yaad È”
Aapsao ek vaada laonaa caahtI hUÐ ik maOM jaba ApnaI AsaM#ya saiKyaaoM ko saaqa Aapko AaMgana maoM jamakr barsaUMgaI¸ tba 
Aapkao saarI baUÐdaoM kao sahojanaa haogaa È[saI vaado ik yaad idlaato hue hmaaro Ca~aoM nao imalakr ek nau@kD, naaTk tOyaar 
ikyaa qaa Èijasako ja,ire laaogaaoM tk panaI kI Ahimayat phuÐcaanao kI kaoiSaSa kI qaI È nau@kD, naaTk kI madd sao laaogaaoM kao 
saMdoSa idyaa gayaa ik iksa p`kar panaI kI kmaI kI mauiSklaaoM sao laD,ta hmaara yah doSa¸ ekjauT haokr [sa samasyaa kao 
jaD, sao K%ma kr sakta hO È Ca~aoM nao yah BaI batayaa qaa ik iksa p`kar hma Apnao dOinak ]pyaaoga maoM BaI panaI kI bacat 
kr sakto hOM È 
[sa nau@kD, naaTk d\vaara yah saMdoSa idyaa gayaa ik “ jala saMrxaNa¸ ja,Ért BaI AaOr kt-vya BaI È”



SAVE WATER CAMPAIGN

Children performing a street play in front of D-Mart, they raised social awareness about saving 
water.



SAVE WATER CAMPAIGN

NDTV coverage on water conservation
Street play, slogans, posters, oath written on chart paper shaped like water droplets, posters on 
the compound wall – Save Water. NDTV covered all this interviewed students which was 
covered on live TV on 12th April at 9.00 am



SOCIAL INITIATIVE

Exhibition-cum-sale of Rakhi by NAB – National Association of Blind



SOCIAL INITIATIVE

Book Exhibition-cum-sale by Scholastic 



SOCIAL INITIATIVE

Sale of Eco-friendly canvas bags by Umang Mahila Bachat Gatt & Kamyab Gatt 
(An initiative of PARYAY & CRH)



STAFF PICNIC

After all the hard work put throughout the year, staff truly deserved a break where they can rejuvenate & 
dip themselves in joy and fun. 

In our professional life we all work together & interact on a regular basis. But in our busy schedules, we 
hardly get time to know more about our friends, colleagues, peers and superiors. Understanding this, and to 
ensure that the entire group of people know each other well and bond themselves as a cohesive unit, the 
management decided to reward all the peoples efforts by organising an outing. The motive was to drop our tired 
masks and celebrate the success in a very special way. It was time to discover the child in us. 

On 20th August 2016, school staff left in the buses and reached the destination selected for picnic – 
Farm Regency Resort at Gorai. After reaching there, everybody enjoyed a hearty breakfast and began 
exploring the various activities and facilities of the resort. Some staff members preferred playing sports like 
football, cricket and badminton whereas others went to cool themselves in the swimming pool and water rides. 
Staff members who were fond of dancing enjoyed rain dance with some vibrant music. After lunch, group 
enjoyed light music session by our talented music teachers. Picnic ended with serving of tea and snacks. 

Each staff member will cherish this picnic in their heart as memorable event of their lives. Our sincere 
thanks to the management for giving us this wonderful fun-filled day.

 Ms. Kalpa Dani



STAFF PICNIC



SUPW ACTIVITY

Students of Grade 9 visited NGO Umang on 22nd July and 25th July 2016, s school for special students , 
as a part of their SUPW activity. PPSK students trained Umang children for activities like baking a cup cake, tie 
and dye, friendship band making and origami work. Our students interacted with them and tried to understand 
how do they face challenges and get success in their life. Our students also entertained them with mono acting, 
skits, reciting poems etc. It was a learning experience of students.



SPECIAL FRIENDS DAY

It is rightly said, “The measure of your life will not be in what you accumulate, but in 
what you give away”.

Pawar Public School has always believed in instilling values such as empathy, 
sensitivity and generosity in our students. On the occasion of Special Friends Day, which 
we celebrated on 20-08-2016 we had decided to run a donation drive in our school which 
provided our students an opportunity to be sensitive towards the needs and conditions of 
under privileged children. 

Children were invited from an orphanage named Committee of Housing Rights 
situated in Bandra. They were welcomed with a speech after which they enjoyed different 
activities like dance, art, craft and outdoor games. They enjoyed these activities with our 
students we adopted the strategy of each one teach one. It was followed by an inspirational 
speech given by our respected Principal madam Dr. Pramila Kudva. It was a heart-warming 
moment for the teaching faculty of PPSK when all the children of the NGO conveyed their 
wish to be teachers. Reason – very obvious – they want to teach others.

The event was then rested with gifts given to our guests – children and their teachers. 
Post which our guests along with in-house teachers (PPSK) were served with mouth-
watering delicacies and finally left with ever lasting memories and joy in their hearts.



SPECIAL FRIENDS DAY
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 AISM DEBATE COMPETITION

The AISM Debate Competition
23rd July, 2016.
The AISM Debate Competition was held at Smt. Sulochana Singhania School, Thane. The 
competition was categorised as ICSE category and ISC category. 56 schools had participated 
for the ICSE category. Two students from our school had participated in the competition, 
namely, Pushti Shah (Grade X) and Purva Dafle (Grade IX), accompanied by their teacher, Ms. 
Disha Mehta.
They reported at the venue at 7.45 a.m. After the registration procedure, the event started at 
8.30 a.m. The students of the school welcomed all the participating schools with a prayer and a 
song by Sant Kabir. Soon the rules of the debate competition were read out to everyone.
For the first round, the participants were taken to the school's library. The contention for the first 
round was 'Virtual games like PokemonGo are utopian social connectors.' The students were 
given an hour to prepare for their speech. The first round was conducted in their classrooms. 
When the students had their first round, the teachers were taken for a tour of the school, led by 
the Head Boy of the school.
The result for the first round was announced at 12.00 p.m. The selected school was to be given 
their topic at 12.30 p.m., till then the school had arranged for brunch for the teachers and 
participants. Our school did not qualify for the second round, however they witnessed the 
second round. The contention for the second round was 'Imagination is more important than 
knowledge.' Each speaker was given five minutes to speak, and a rebuttal round was held 
immediately for each speaker, for one and a half minute.
The students and the teacher left the venue at 4.20 p.m. and reached the school at 5.30 p.m., 
with a learning experience.



VAN MAHOTSAV

On 1st  July 2016, Van mahotsav day was celebrated in our school. Our principal Dr. Mrs. 
Pramila Kudva, chief administrative officer Mr. Hegde and administrative officer Mrs. Bhagwat 
graced the occasion with their hallowed presence. The student council members of primary 
and secondary section reported at 9.45 am in the auditorium. They planted a sapling and 
watered it. This was followed by an inspiring talk by principal ma'am urging the students to do 
their bit and save the environment. Students were made aware of the many ways in which trees 
serve in conserving and preserving our environment. 



WORLD HEALTH DAY

thWorld health day was celebrated by the students on 7  April. Mrs. Rose Jadhav, the school nurse 
addressed the students on this occasion. She spoke to the children about the benefits of good health and 
how it can be attained by avoiding junk food. She also emphasized on good eating habits that include a 
balanced diet, drinking water, fruit with every meal and a glass of milk every day. She also spoke about 
the importance of sports and exercise; insisted on physical activities and good sleep, made children 
aware of personal hygiene and promoted self-scare among children.



WORLD OCEAN DAY

 The children of Pre Primary celebrated this day by drawing the story of Finding Nemo and 
Finding dory. Children understood the concept underwater life and the creatures that are found 
there. They also enjoyed watching the songs related to the topic. They learnt about scuba 
divers and that an oxygen cylinder is necessary as humans cannot breathe underwater.



World Earth Day Celebration 

Our school celebrated the World Earth day in a unique way. Our focus was on the importance of 
3R's in our life.
A film screening on “Reduce, Reuse and Cycle” was arranged for the students of Grade 6, 7 and 8. After 
the film screening students discussed with the teachers about the ways to protect and save our 'Mother 
Earth' and inculcate the habit of following the 3 R's.

  
The gist of the discussion was
ŸThinking green means being aware of our interconnectedness with the world
ŸReflecting on the unintended damage we cause nature in the daily course of our lives. 
ŸThinking green leads to acting green - taking corrective action to make environmental responsibility a     
reality.



WORLD SNAKE DAY

16th of July is celebrated as the World Snake Day. World Snake day was created to help people 
learn more about these animals and how they contribute in maintaining the eco-balance of the 
world. Snakes are found in the sea, forests, deserts and even in your backyard or garage. 
Snakes eat rodents and help us to keep the population of rats under control.
Sr. KG students enjoyed creating a snake by twisting the crepe paper. Jr. KG students made a 
mobile hanging of the snake from a paper plate. The Nursery students made different pattern 
on the cutouts of snakes.



The Career  Guidance program was conducted by Young Buzz , a career counseling institution. 
Through the Young Buzz  process of career guidance, students realized their full potential more 
objectively and scientifically by gaining awareness on their Interest, Personality and Aptitude and 
making an informed career choice.

The program was conducted in 4 parts. At first on Saturday, 9th April 2016 , there was an 
workshop on career planning and goal setting for students of grade 10  along with their parents. This 
was conducted by Ms. Subhashini , a career counselor from Young Buzz. 

Second session was career assessment test – Aptitude-Interest-Personality test. The test was 
conducted by the 2 counselors from Young Buzz for the 97 students who had enrolled for the program 
on 27.04.2016 .  Out of 97 students , 3 students appeared for the online assessment test due to their 
absence on that day. It was a paper pencil test for all. The total duration for all the tests was 3 hours and 
after a break of 20 minutes there was third session. 

The career talk was conducted  for the duration of an hour. There was career talk for the students 
along with their parents which provided a platform for acquiring knowledge about variety of careers. 
The parents and students were given a free hand to ask their doubts and information about any of the 
careers which was covered in the session. 

The fourth session was held on 20th June 2016 and 21st June 2016 in the school premises which 
is Individual Counseling. This session is conducted individually for each student along with their 
parents on one on one basis. In this session each student will receive a detailed explanation of the 
report by the counselor and all the information regarding career counseling. There is a schedule made 
for all the 97 students and have been divided in two days. Two students along with their parents  
attended the individual counseling program at a given time with 3 counselors with each student for 20 
minutes slot.

The students and the parents would have a clear picture in their mind about the career options 
for their bright future.

Ashwini Kolekar 
HOD
Counseling Dept.

YOUNG BUZZ
CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAMME 



YOUNG BUZZ
CAREER GUIDANCE PROGRAMME 
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ADHYAYAN

PPSK was awarded National Gold by Adhyayan Quality Standard who conducted their 
qualitative audit from 13th June to 17th June 2016. This qualitative audit gave us an insight into 
what our strengths and weaknesses are. It also gave the team of PPSK the motivation to surge 
ahead. The teachers are now motivated to work harder to achieve the next goal which is the 
platinum award. 

We had a self-review team of 12 members – consisting of principal, 4 teachers, 3 
students, one non-teaching staff, one Admin and 2 parents. The Self review team was oriented 
to the programme on the first day.  We were introduced to the 6 KPAs which are – Leadership 
and Management, infrastructure, Teaching and learning, Child, Curriculum and Community 
and partnerships. 

On the second day and third day, we had to gather the evidence by lesson observations, 
learning walks, interviews with parents, students and teachers. Finally we had to do the book 
look where in we had to assess the evidence through certain criteria. 

All the data thus collected by individual members had to be collated, triangulated and the 
diagnostic tool had to be filled. On the 4th day, the external review team of 5 members arrived. 
This whole programme was the brain child of Mr. Spokey Wheeler who was accompanied by 
Mr. Paul Machado the principal of Campion school and three others. 

They left no stone unturned to gather the evidence. It included several learning walks, 79 
class room observations and formal and informal interviews with students, parents, teachers, 
housekeeping staff, security staff and admin. They observed the arrival and dispersal 
arrangements too. 

On the 5th day, Mr. Spokey Wheeler informed that PPSK had been awarded a National 
Gold. After that, we had a quality dialogue where in each of the 162 criteria of the KPAs was 
analysed. The self-review team was permitted to question the review and it was a healthy 
discussion. Later half of the day we spent in how to plan keeping the focus on areas that need to 
be improved. 



ADHYAYAN
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ESSAY WRITING

Mantras to make a better youth
'Youth is hot blood, without the stress of old age and the anxiety of childhood'
The young generation makes up the backbone of our country.  As seen commonly in 

revolts and protests, the youth brings forward their grievances more than any other strata of the 
society.

Parents nowadays pamper their kids to such an extent that they end up spoiling them. 
The youth is known for impulsive decisions and behavior.  In the recent times, it is a trend to 
send children abroad to study. These children are given too much allowance for food, clothing 
and other basic amenities. Though parents are aware of how much money is actually required, 
they deck up their children with money.

Having extra money and extra freedom calls for uninvited trouble.  Young people often fall 
in the hands of taking drugs, smoking and drinking alcohol because of the extra freedom given 
to them.  At first they enjoy being intoxicated but slowly the effects start turning their life upside 
down.  Their habits start ruining their life.  They aren't able to get over the addiction.

In earlier times people had more constructive work to do than to indulge in the wrong 
ways of merry-making. Recently my grandmother shared an incident with me. She said that 
when she was a teenager, her mother didn't like her taking naps in the afternoon or wasting her 
time, therefore she would be sent to the neighbour's house to babysit some children.

Having sound habits in the youth has impacted her life positively. When children fall into 
wrong hands and adopt the wrong habits, parents feel ashamed of their upbringing.  Takings 
kids to the psychiatrists for counseling is another shameful thing.

So why not spare the right from the wrong at a young age.  I would like to say that anything 
in excess can be harmful.  Both parents and children should be careful of what steps they 
adopt. Upbringing of a child is a gradual process and things fall in place if parents understand 
the needs of the child. Parents should have enough understanding of what, why and how much 
money kids need.  They shouldn't go overboard by overdoing it.

As rightly said that, 'Freedom should only be given to those who ask for it and truly 
deserve it'. Parents should follow the above mantra too.  Because, when given in moderation, 
both money and freedom, boost one's confidence and makes one a better person.

Gauri Harish , X B, Agni House



ESSAY WRITING

NATURE
Nature is a very important aspect of our life.We live on the most beautiful planet “Earth” 

which has a very clean and attractive nature full of greenery.
Nature is the most precious gift presented to us by God -- a gift to enjoy and love but not to 

harm.It gives us water to drink, pure air to breathe, food to eat, land to stay and many other 
natural things for our own betterment. We should fully enjoy nature without disturbing its 
ecological balance

It provides us a variety of beautiful flowers, attractive birds, animals, green plants, blue 
sky land, running rivers, sea, forests, air, mountains, valleys, hills and many more natural 
things.The nature has everything for us but we do not have anything for it. We are even 
destroying it day by day just to fulfill our own selfish wishes.

We should be the protectors of our own nature; if we don't take the right action towards 
conserving nature we are endangering our own future as well as the future of our next 
generat ions. We should understand and respect i ts worth and value.

We should be thankful to our nature for helping, caring and nurturing us just like its own 
child. Nature is like our real mother which never harms us but always nourishes us. Walking in 
the lap of nature in the early morning makes us healthy and strong and keeps us away from 
many lethal diseases

The soft sound of the birds, rattle of the breeze, sound of running fresh air, sound of 
running water in the river keeps us fresh. Most of the poets, writers and people do yoga and 
meditation in the morning are seen in the garden to re-energize their body, mind and soul.

Nature has some transformative power which changes our mood and behavior 
accordingly.The sea looks bright blue in the morning but by noon it looks emerald green. The 
Sky changes its colour all through the day. Our mood also changes according to nature such as 
happy and hopeful at sun shine, heartily happy at moonlight and a little bored and tired in high 
sun light.

Its time we become serious towards our nature.Its time that we protect it from falling 
apart.Let's help nature in our own ways, by picking up litter, planting trees, protecting natural 
areas, restoring degraded areas or by growing flowers at home.

Let us all come together and build a solid foundation to save our own vibrant and beautiful 
Mother Nature.

Riva Desai, VI D, Jal House



ESSAY WRITING

Ride through the city.......
It was quite unwillingly that I agreed to embark on the journey with my friends. I have 

always led an esoteric life and loved to study in my room. Going to different places has always 
been my velleity as I was a couch potato.

My friends prevailed upon me to accompany them on a cycle ride through the whole city. 
Raj, being full of vim and zest, had meticulously crafted out a plan to ride the city along with 
Harsh, Chinmay and Sanket.

It was five in the early morning when we took our cycles. We were ready to set out on our 
journey. “Should we have a race?”Raj questioned with glistening eyes. His proposal was 
unanimously accepted by all five of us. As we moved down, Harsh was already at the head, 
followed by Chinmay, Raj, Sanket and I. I could see a stall selling piping hot skerrick of 
churrasco. The stall read, 'Good Chickens Book'. It was beset on all sides by houses. Fumes 
evolved out of the burning churrasco. My friends oblivious to all this, raced through the streets 
taking a left turn towards the Mehta's mansion. As we approached it, we realized that it had 
transmogrified. It had turned drab. The A1 quality mansion had suddenly turned black. The 
window was broken. All the pasture had withered. All of us exchanged glances, as this mansion 
was attached to us. We were not stolid.

Suddenly, Harsh fell down with a resounding thud. A cyclist had pushed him down.”Are 
you fine?” Inquired Raj. ”He doesn't look off coloured.” The cyclist kept on moving. In his left 
hand was a huge bag. His apparel resembled to a picture in a poster, a poster which we had 
seen on the wall of the mansion. We moved back to the tenuous mansion and to our surprise, 
the man's face resembled to that of a thief. My encephalon raced through its neurons, 
suggesting several ideas. “Let us pursue him and report to the police.”

Taking our cycles, we followed and traced the path of the thief. He was just a few metres 
away. We raced through the street which was alliaceous. The street was stinky full of garbage. It 
was squalid with dirt and filth. A towser searched in the bins for food. The thief stopped and took 
out his keys to the house. He entered the house. ”Next target is the bank”. ”But it's too risky”. 
”We shall be rich and rich”. Silence prevailed as suddenly Sanket sneezed. 

“Who's there?” said the thief. Any port in the storm! We took pot luck and tried to hide 
ourselves. My heart started thumping hard. Warm blood rushed into my veins. I was just behind 
the thief. I started to sweat hard and harder as time passed. Time froze and I could hardly move. 
The thief started walking through the street, inspecting each dustbin. He had smelled a rat. 

Sanket, who was merely hidden, closed his eyes praying God. Looking around, the thief 
saw a hand. He strode towards it.

The situation was growing tense. “There you are!” the thief exclaimed, but it was a doll. As 
silent as I could, I called on the police. His cater cousin tried to pour oil on troubled water and 
brought him inside.

The house was beset on all sides by the police. The thieves tried their best, playing out of 
their skin but they were caught successfully. I cannot forget how egregious this adventure was 
for me and how hilarious was this adventure for my friends!

Ridayesh Parab
10A



ESSAY WRITING

Meeting myself in the future
One day, I just came from  school, took a nap, did my homework and went to play. I called up all 
my friends and we went to the park. We were playing hide and seek. There was a big quarrel 
that who will seek. Finally it was decided that Riya will seek. She counted 1-100 and all of us hid 
behind the bushes. As Riya came near into search of us, we started pushing each other and all 
of us including Riya fell in a hole in the bushes. When we opened our eyes we saw a beautiful 
city.It looked similar to our city. Then we walked ahead, I saw a girl who was in a book shop 
reading a book. We both looked at each other and were shocked because I looked like her. We 
thought this to be impossible . Then one of my friends predicted that we have come 10 years 
ahead in the future and he was right. I was so happy after knowing that I was going to study in a 
university located in London after 10 years. I always aspired to be a veterinarian and thankfully 
did many things during my high school years to help me gain experience and prepare for 
college. We all talked in our future. I asked her about her studies and its difficulty level. We 
played many games with them. The amazing thing is that they travelled in air .There are many 
new technologies invented in our future. I saw my brother, mother, father and all my cousins and 
I could not recognize them. They looked so different. I told her about my school, she 
remembered some of the things. We enjoyed a day there.I asked my future about our return 
journey as  Our parents would be worried. She asked us ,”What were you all doing that you 
came here”?. I told that we were playing hide and seek and while playing we all fell in a hole and 
we came here.So, she told that hold your hands and make a circle and think that you are playing 
hide and seek and it is still afternoon.
 We did as instructed and after 
some time, Riya was seeking 
us and we were hiding behind 
the bushes. When I looked in 
the bushes, there was no hole.
I asked my friends about the 
future they replied ““Are you 
dreaming Heli?” We are playing 
and did not go anywhere. I told 
them that I was tired  and 
returned home.. 
While going to school the next 
day, I thought if really I would go 
to future and meet myself it 
would be amazing. I hope that 
day comes soon.
This was the best dream I had 
ever seen. I will never forget this 
dream in my life.

Heli Shah, VI B, Prithvi House
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THE DARK ALLEY
     The street leading to the town was shrouded in darkness. One could hear the smallest 

of the sounds made anywhere in the near vicinity. The cold wind blew past her with a whirling 
sound making the hair on the back of her neck stand up. Just then, she heard a sound that sent 
shivers down her spine. A toe curling, fist clenching, fear wrapping scream. She whipped her 
head back to find the source of the sound. Let's say she just wished she hadn't.

     As soon as she realized what had happened, she took off running. She didn't know 
where was she heading, she just knew that she had to escape from there. The tears in her eyes 
fogged her view making her stumble upon a rock. But she couldn't afford to fall. If she did, he 
would catch her. He would catch her and not pay heed to any of her requests. He would never 
grant her life. He couldn't after what she saw. Even if he was raged senseless he couldn't afford 
getting caught. Not now, not ever. She kept running as fast as she could but she was getting 
tired. She was trying to find a silver lining in that dark cloud following her, a place to hide. Soon 
enough, she found a little shelter which looked like it was incapable to accommodating any 
living thing but to her it was the most precious thing she could find. She quickly went through the 
front door and locked it from the inside and glanced though the window besides to see if he was 
still following her. To her relief, he wasn't. She slid down the front door with her back against it as 
if someone tried to break through, she could prevent them. She was panting heavily with warm 
tears sliding down her cheeks continuously.

     She was exhausted. She was emotionally shattered. But she couldn't relax, she 
couldn't make a sound. Yes, she had outrun him but for all she knew he could find her again. 
She had to be on her guard all the time. She was scared for her life. Every time she closed her 
eyes, in her ears echoed the blood curdling scream and before her eyes was blood spilled 
everywhere. She recalled the sequence that took place in her front of her. A man in his late 
twenties was shoving a huge knife in the stomach of a blonde woman who looked about the 
same age. The first time he stabbed her was the time that she screamed and as that scream 
died down, so did she. But the brutal man didn't stop there. Even after she died, he supported 
her up by harshly holding her shoulder and kept stabbing her until he noticed the trespasser and 
probably his ticket to the jail. She didn't know who the man was and neither the woman but she 
felt as if she was the one whose life was being drawn out of her, slowly and painfully. She didn't 
know what the woman did to him to deserve this kind of a death; she didn't know why the man 
was so merciless. But she knew one thing for sure. Nobody deserved this kind of a punishment. 
Nobody had the right to give someone this kind of a punishment. Even if the woman did 
something terribly wrong, she was to be left at the mercy of God and the judicial system of the 
country.

     Judicial. Police. That rung a bell in her head. Of course she could call the police. She 
cursed herself for not thinking of this any earlier. She started searching for her phone inside her 
bag. It took a little longer because it was so dark in the shelter. She hadn't bothered with the light 
earlier thinking she would just dig her own grave by doing that. She immediately switched on 
her phone and for a second the sudden brightness of it blinded her. She dialed 911 and made 
them aware of the situation, begged them to come to her rescue. They assured her that they 
were coming for her and that they had already traced her location. They were stubborn on the 
fact that she shouldn't cut the call but out of the fear that the heartless murderer would 
somehow find her, she kept the phone. She wanted to know what was inside that little shady 
shelter. And you know what they say right? Curiosity killed the cat. But this time it was bluntly 
murdered. As soon as she turned on the flashlight of her phone, she started looking around. 
She immediately placed the staunch, bad smell that reeked the place when she entered it first. 
Bottles and cans of alcohol were lying around the entire place. Broken glass and shattered 
photo frames lay near a small table which supported the unusually painted lamp. Unusual 
because instead of patterns, the lamp has obscene words with awfully drawn weapons on it. 
She wondered how it even emitted light. She winced when she suddenly stepped on something 
sharp.
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Retracting her leg and flashing some light there she found an old black and white 
photograph of a small kid and two unfamiliar adults that looked like the parents of that child. The 
kid somehow looked familiar but that was not what intrigued her. It was the blood smeared on it. 
Shocked, she kept the frame back where it was and looked around and found the entire place in 
the same scenario, blood and alcohol. The scene before her eyes made her stomach do 
somersaults. She started gagging but was pulled out of her reverie when she heard a soft knock 
on the door. Overwhelmed with the thought of the rescue team being there, she ran towards the 
door and opened it without a second thought just to realize how stupid she was. What she saw 
weren't a pair of eyes that held humanity and care in them, that wanted nothing but safety for 
her. Instead, she saw those same eyes that had so much rage in them that they could burn the 
entire place down. The same eyes that belonged to the person who inflicted so much pain upon 
someone. The same eyes that she was trying to escape, dreading to meet. She realized why 
was the kid in the picture from earlier so familiar, why she had such an uneasy feeling when she 
looked at the picture. It was as if the world had come to a standstill when she looked that those 
two vicious pools of blue which were of a darker shade than the Pacific Ocean in a night that 
was void of the stars or the moon.

 She could sense her end; she could feel her hearts frantic beating as if it would jump out 
of her chest. It would literally, sooner or later. A devilish smirk plastered on the face of the man 
who she was giving second thoughts about even being a human. It scared her. Even more than 
when she saw his angry face (if that was even possible). She snapped her eyes shut and 
opened them again only to realize that this wasn't a nightmare. “You can't escape what you 
must face ma'am.” He said a steely, cold voice that once again sent shivers down her spine. 
She saw a slight smile on his face. The one which tore her apart, destroyed all her belief in 
humanity, in mercy. Suddenly she felt an excruciating pain around her abdomen and found 
herself emitting the same scream she had heard not less than thirty minutes ago. She exactly 
knew how the blonde haired woman must've felt. She kept asking the Almighty what was it that 
she did to receive this until darkness consumed her. And just like that, the game was over.

----THE END----
Anushka Patil X D
2015 -2016
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Monsoon diseases awareness programme by Dr. Sanjay Rathod.

On 12th July 2016 in the school auditorium grade 8 and 9 had an interactive session. Our 
coordinator Mrs. Savita Kukreti welcomed Dr. Sanjay Rathod, BMC medical officer. Dr. Mr. 
Sanjay Rathod briefed the students about the symptoms, causative agents and spread of 
malaria, dengue, leptospirosis and H1N1. He also explained the ways to control the spread of 
the diseases with scientific reasons, the use of chlorine drops to purify the water and the 
importance of drinking purified water. At the end of the session sir cleared the doubts asked by 
the children. Mrs. Savita Kukreti thanked Dr. Mr. Sanjay Rathod for sharing the valuable 
information with us.



MUSEUM ON WHEELS 

“If you cannot come to the museum, the museum will come to you”
The Museum on Wheels was a customized air-conditioned bus fully equipped with display cases for 
objects, interactive demo kits, art supplies, audio-visual equipment and digital media such as touch 
screens and digital tablets. A division of 40 students were divided into two groups of 20 each. When one 
group visited the mobile museum, the other learnt how to make puppets. 
A puppet is one of the most remarkable and ingenious inventions of man. It has been said that a puppet 
has to be more than his live counterpart for it is definitely the suggestive element that is more captivating 
and enduring in a puppet. Puppets or Kathputlis, are an ancient and popular form of folk entertainment. 
Students were shown the traditional Rajasthani puppet show (Kaavad) with a moral which was followed 
by a short animated mythological tale having contemporary touch.  
The story was adapted from puranic literature, local myths and legends usually from the content of 
traditional puppet theatre in India which, in turn, with the  focus to imbibe the elements of all creative 
expressions like painting, sculpture, music, dance, drama, etc. The presentation of puppet program 
involved the creative efforts of many people working together which proved to be very fruitful for the 
students. 
The students of nursery to std 6 had a gala time. This experience enabled the students to get a glimpse of 
the rich cultural heritage of India.
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PPSK MUN

In this era of globalization, learning about the world is more important than ever. No 
matter what field or profession students enter, they will interact with people from different 
countries and diverse backgrounds. Problems taking place around the globe impact our lives, 
our country, and our communities.

At PPSK-MUN which was organised on 23rd and 24th August, students learnt  about the 
world as they prepared for Model UN conferences, representing countries other than their own, 
and present possible solutions to global problems in committee.

Students of grade IX led by directors from grade X, developed confidence and leadership 
skills through experience. Model UN conference provided them opportunity to practice 
research, public speaking, teamwork, negotiation, and writing skills in a safe and structured 
environment.

PPSK -MUN functioned on a set of rules, foremost being Discipline. It built students' 
personality, from dress code to language filtration. From the developed nations to the 
underdeveloped all were treated with honor and given a fair chance to represent. Thus 
inculcating a feeling of justice and equality.
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PTA AGM 

460 parents attend the AGM on 8th June 2016. Outgoing as well as current year PTA were 
felicitated. Role of the PTA was explained to the parents by the principal. Vice chairperson and 
joint secretary of the PTA 2015-16 presented report of their activities and audited balance sheet 
of the PTA account to the parents. The audit account was approved unanimously. Parents were 
informed about the schools newest initiative a grooming course along the lines of a finishing 
school for women “Rupantaran”. A presentation on the course was done by Dr. Hariharan & Ms. 
Shampa Roy, the conductor of the course.
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TATA POWER 

Tata Power Enerji Club Quiz – Quarter finals
Attended by: Siddhi Hegde and students of Grade 9 – Dishay Mehta, Jash Desai and Mihir Sejpal

Our School had participated last year in Tata Power Quiz and we were amongst the 36 schools 
from all over India who made it to the quarter finals. 

These 36 schools were grouped into 12 quiz sessions; where 3 schools would complete with each 
other and qualify themselves for semifinals. The quiz session number for schools was selected through a 
draw. 

There were 3 rounds of quiz competing with other 2 schools. First round was choosing from 
options given (MCQ), second round was Picture study, third round was a buzzer round. 
Our school stood second and couldn't qualify for the semifinals. A certificate for being part of this was 
given to students – of grade 9; Mihir Sejpal (9B), Jash Desai (9B), Dishay Mehta (9A).

We were provided with snacks and lunch at the venue. During the lunch break we visited a display 
in 'Nisarg' room of Mahim Nature Park. The display was to promote afforestation and role of 
Maharashtra government to support its related issues like – eco tourism, social forestry and water 
harvesting.
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Tata Power's Club Ener-ji 
Tata Power's Club Ener-ji programme commits to Nation Building and focuses on spreading 

awareness about resource conservation across the country. The Tata Power Club Ener-ji Programme was 
held in our school auditorium on 5th of July 2016.

Ms. Veena Bakshi, Chief Consultant of Tata Power interacted with the students of grade 4 to 9 and 
informed about the Ten Commandments of Disaster Management, Energy and Resource Conservation 
through innovative modules which included audio-visuals and power point presentation. Students also 
learnt to read the electricity bill.
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Tata power Club Enerji Carnival 2016
Our School participated in the Tata Power's 'Club Enerji Carnival' on 12th July 2016 at the Y. B. 

Chavan Auditorium, Nariman Point. The event was graced by the presence of Cyrus Mistry, Tata Group 
Chairman and Anil Sardana, CEO  & MD, Tata Power; in addition to other Tata Power leadership 
members. A total of 500 students across 6 cities - Mumbai, Delhi, Pune, Kolkata, and Bengaluru & 
Ahmedabad- participated in the Carnival. 

Our students of grade 8th and 9th participated in this annual event as Energy Champions and in the 
Painting Competition. Appreciating the enthusiasm of the participating students, Cyrus Mistry, 
Chairman, Tata Power & Tata Group said, “It's a pleasure to be here with Tata Power Club Enerji 
participants and witness the enthusiasm of young champions, teachers and schools in making a positive 
difference to the environment & society at large.”
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Best Mentor Award
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Leadership workshop for Principals, HMs and co-ordinators was hosted by the PPSK on 2nd 
and 3rd June 2016 for all Mumbai PPS schools. It was a self-reflective workshop that led to a lot 
of eye openers and introspection tools learnt during the session. 
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Workshop on “What good teachers do” by the principal
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“Medical Insurance” workshop for teachers
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MATHEMATICS WORKSHOP 
“TEACHING MATH EFFECTIVELY WITH TEACHING AIDS”

The workshop for secondary math teachers was conducted by Ms. Smita Padgaonkar. In 
the first session, she briefed the teachers regarding the myths related to mathematics subject. 
She also discussed the student's point of view about their subject and the reasons for their 
under performance.

She briefed the teachers how to overcome the difficulties faced by them while teaching 
this subject. She insisted teachers to use new techniques while teaching, to make use of 
teaching aids in their lessons, update themselves with the current knowledge, encourage 
students to do a lot of practice, guide students how to attempt the paper etc.

A motivational video “MATH WITHOUT WORDS” was shown to the teachers.
In the second session, she explained the various ways of calculations by Vedic methods. She 
also demonstrated the use of teaching aids for the concepts like Integers, Lines and angles, 
Triangles, Mensuration, Co-ordinate geometry etc.
The teachers were appreciative and collectively decided to incorporate these techniques .
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“Story telling” workshop 
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Workshop on “Navrasas”
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